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1. Rayong was the town we went for 

    the last vacation,_____

a. isn't it?

b. isn't there?

c. wasn't it?

d. was it?



2. The price of gas hasn't fallen much 

recently, ________

a. has it?

b. is it?

c. will it?

d. won't it?



3. The weather won't improve if we sit 
here and look out the window, _____

a. will we?
b. will it?
c. won't it?
d. would it?



4. I'm late again, ______

a.  amn't I?

b. aren't I?

c. am I?

d. am not I?



5. Michal said "I'm from Poland". 

     He told me …

a) I was from Poland

b) I'm from Poland

c) he was from Poland

d) he is from Poland



6. Michal said "You have to study more". 

     He insisted that …

a) you have to study more

b) she had to study more

c) I have to study more

d) I had to study more 



7. He said "I'll try to find some Polish recipes".    

     He agreed that …

a) he would try to find some Polish recipes

b) he will try to find some Polish recipes

c) he would try to found some Polish recipes

d) he'll try to find some Polish recipes 



8. No clinical studies _____in this 

child disease research so far.

a. had completed

b. will be completed

c. have completed

d. have been completed



9. A more developed model of this car 

____ in the showroom soon.

a. is going to show

b. will be shown

c. was shown

d. has been shown



10. New legislation _____in congress 

but it _____by many.

a. was introduced / wasn't accepted

b. introduced / didn't accept

c. introduced / hadn't been accepted

d. is introduced / won't accept



11. These clothes ____ for daily use so 

you can wear them wherever you want.

a. design 

b. will be designed 

c. are designed 

d. designed



12. Harry Potter and the Goblet 
of Fire ______________ by J K 
Rowling.

a. had written
b. wrote
c. written
d. was written



จงเปลี่ยนประโยคตอไปนี้เปนประโยค   
PASSIVE VOICE

1. Mike has made the cake for 2 hours.
The cake has been made by Mike for 2 hours.

2.  She shows him the way.
The way is shown to him by her. 
He is shown the way by her.
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จงเปลี่ยนประโยคตอไปนี้เปนประโยค   
PASSIVE VOICE

3. Golf doesn’t break the cup.
The cup isn’t broken by Golf.

4. I won’t do it.
It won’t be done by me

5. Did   you   make   that   cake   yesterday?
Was that cake made by you yesterday?
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จงเปลี่ยนประโยคตอไปนี้เปนประโยค   
REPORTED SPEECH

6. “They visited Japan.” 
     She said ____________________________
7. Are James and Lucy from France? 
     She asked me if ____________________________
8. Who is the woman in the red dress? 
     She asked me ____________________________
9. “Do your homework!” 
                    She told me ________________________
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James and Lucy were from France

they had visited Japan.

who the woman in the red dress was

to do my homework.
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